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INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a field, and let E be a separable quadratic extension of K, with 
K-conjugation XH X. Let A be a four-dimensional algebra over K of the 
form E @ EJ where Jx = XJ for x in E. Let J2 = b. If b were in K, we would 
have one of the usual quaternion algebras. In this paper we take the same 
definition but with b in E outside K. Our A then is still a division algebra, 
though it is nonassociative, and we call it a nonassociative quaternion 
algebra. Products involving a factor from E still satisfy associativity, and 
indeed this fact can be used to characterize such algebras abstractly [7]. 
They have been familiar examples of nonassociative division algebras for 
over half a century [2]. 
Now, let R be a Dedekind domain with fraction field K. As in the 
associative case, we can define an (R-)order in A to be an R-submodule M 
of A containing 1, having rank 4, and closed under multiplication. No one 
previously seems to have realized that the maximal orders in these algebras 
might have interesting properties. The corresponding question in ordinary 
quaternion algebras has been extensively studied [4,6], but the theory 
here turns out to be quite different. In Section 3 we shall classify the 
isomorphism classes of maximal orders containing S, the integral closure of 
*This work was supported in part by the U. S. National Science Foundation, Grant 
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R in E; when R = Z, for instance, there will usually be one such class for 
every element of the principal genus in the strict ideal class group of S. In 
Section 4, we shall then prove that in most cases every maximal order does 
in fact contain S. This proof will depend on the complete determination of 
maximal orders established by Lee [3] for the “split” versions of our 
algebras. In Section 5, finally, we shall use that same determination to 
show that in exceptional cases there can indeed be maximal orders not 
containing S. 
1. BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE ALGEBRAS AND ORDERS 
Without loss of generality we can replace J by SJ for s in E, and this will 
replace b = J2 by sfb. By suitable choice of s, then, we can and do 
assume that b is in S. 
Now we recall [7] the automorphisms of the algebra A; there are not so 
many of them as in the associative case. Specifically, the mappings of the 
form cp(x + yJ) = x + yyJ with NEIK(y) = 1 are automorphisms. They are 
the only ones unless b/b = -1 and there are elements y in E with 
NEIK(y) = -1; in that case the maps of the form cp(x + yJ) =X + yjJ are 
also automorphisms. Clearly all automorphisms of A send the field E to 
itself. The automorphisms of the first type, trivial on E, will be called 
proper automorphisms. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let N and N, be orders in A. Zf they are isomorphic, 
then NnE=N,nE. 
Proof. Any R-isomorphism from N to N, will extend to a K-auto- 
morphism cp of A. The result then is trivial if cp is proper. For improper cp, 
we observe that N n E is a subring of E finitely generated as a module over 
R, so it is contained in the integral closure S of R in E. For x in N n E then 
we have &x)=%=(x+%)-x=Tr,,(x)-x again lying in NnE. 1 
COROLLARY 1.2. The set of orders in A containing S is closed under 
isomorphism. 
This is not true for ordinary quaternions. 
Right multiplication by an element x + yJ in A is an E-linear mapping 
of A to A, and its characteristic polynomial comes out to be 
A2 - (x + x)1 + xX - byj. As a K-linear mapping, the right multiplication 
has characteristic polynomial 
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(In the associative case, this polynomial would be a square; here it is not, 
but at least it still factors into two quadratics.) It is easy to check that left 
multiplication by x + yJ has this same characteristic polynomial over K. 
We can eliminate a factor of 2 in the trace if we define the reduced trace 
of x + yJ to be 
tr(x + yJ) = Tr,,,(x) =x+X. 
The reasoning in Proposition 1.1 shows that this is an intrinsic invariant, 
unchanged by automorphisms of A. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let N be an order in A. Then tr(x + yJ) is in R for all 
x + yJ in N. 
Proof Right multiplication by x + yJ has a characteristic polynomial 
with coefficients in R, as it maps the finitely generated R-module N to itself. 
As R is integrally closed, it follows [ 1, p. 171 that the factors of this manic 
polynomial have coefficients in R. 1 
If a,, . . . . a4 is a K-basis of A, we define its discriminant o be det(tr(a,a,)). 
In the basis 1, b, J, bJ, the discriminant is -b&2. tr(b2)- (tr(b))2]2, 
which is easily seen to be nonzero; hence the discriminant of any basis is 
nonzero. We define the discriminant of an order N in A to be the ideal of 
R generated by discriminants of all bases contained in N. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. If we have a proper inclusion N c N, of orders in A, 
then the discriminant of N is a nontrivial square factor times the discriminant 
of N,. 
Proof: Though the bilinear form tr(cd) is not symmetric in our situa- 
tion, the general reasoning about discriminants [4, p. 661 still remains 
valid. 1 
COROLLARY 1.5. Maximal orders exist in A, and every order in A is 
contained in a maximal order. 
Proof: The second statement is clear from (1.4), and thus we just need 
to show an order exists. As we have b in S, we can take the submodule 
SOSJ. 1 
2. MAXIMAL ORDERS CONTAINING S: THE LOCAL CASE 
In this section we assume that R is a discrete valuation ring. There are 
three possibilities for S: either the prime of R stays prime, or it splits into 
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two primes, or it ramifies. The first two of these cases will be easy to 
analyze, but the third will require some work and will depend on the 
precise nature of the element b. Recall that {u E E 1 Tr,,(uS) 5 S> is a 
fractional ideal of S whose inverse is called the different; it equals S unless 
the prime ramifies. 
LEMMA 2.1. If N is an order containing S, then N = SO S(u + vJ) for 
some u + VJ in A. 
Proof: Clearly N is a torsion-free left S-module of rank 2; and hence it 
is free of rank 2, since S is semi-local. As in (1.1 ), we have En N = S, so 
S is a direct summand. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose SO S(u + wJ) is an order. Then v is in the inverse 
different of S over R. 
Proof For every s in S, the order contains (v + wJ) s(v + wJ) = 
F(w%b - VU) + Tr,,(os)[v + wJ]. Thus Tr,,(oS) f S. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose the prime nR of R stays prime in S. Then 
there is exactly one maximal R-order in A containing S. Explicitly, it is 
M= S@K”‘SJ, where m = [(ord,b)/2]. 
Proof: For any order N = SO S(v + wJ), Lemma 2.2 shows that v is in 
S, and hence we may assume v = 0. The first term in the formula of 2.2 
shows then that wWb is also in S. Hence we have ord; w=ord, @ 2 -m, 
and thus N c M. It is trivial to verify that M is indeed an order. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose the prime of R splits as nil in S. Then there 
are countably many distinct maximal R-orders in A containing S. Explicitly, 
they are SO S(jt/71)“~“‘Jfor arbitrary integers n and m =min(ord, 6, ord, 6). 
Proof. As in (2.3), we can write any N as SO SwJ. We also must 
have wi6b in S; that is, we have both ord,(wtib) and ord,(wGb) non- 
negative. If we write ord,w= c and ord,(w)=ord,(G) =n, then these 
conditions are easily seen to be equivalent to c + n + m B 0. Then 
N=S@Sz r+n+m(~,~)n 71-m is contained in one of the modules listed. It is 
trivial to verify that they are indeed orders and that no one of them is 
contained in another one. 1 
We now turn to the case where the prime of R is ramified in S. Let nS 
be the prime ideal in S. We recall some information about ramified quad- 
ratic extensions from [S, pp. 91-931; the completeness assumed in some of 
the theorems there does not enter into any of the congruence results we 
need. Let t be defined by t + 1 = ord,(E - 71). This t does not depend on the 
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choice of the uniformizer n, and the different of S over R is equal to 
(n ‘+l)S. We have t =0 iff the residue characteristic is not 2. Let UL= 
{x~S]xrl modn’), andlet Ul,= {XEROX-1 mod(C)‘}. (Forr=O, we 
take the groups of units.) The norm induces homomorphisms 
u’,/u;+ 1 -+ q//u;: 1 for 0 < r d t. These are one-to-one so long as r < t. 
When r = t, the kernel is cyclic of order two, and the nontrivial element in 
the kernel is given by the class of E/Z It follows then easily that the norm 
induces a mapping from Vi/US, to U”,/U”, which is injective for s 6 t and 
has kernel of order 2 generated by the class of 71/n. when s = t + 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose S has the single ramgied prime zS. Let 
t + 1 = ord,(E - z), and let k be the largest integer ,< t + 1 such that there 
exists some u in E with ord,(uGb - 1) > 2k. If k is less than t + 1, then there 
is just one maximal order containing S, namely SO SnPk(l + uJ). If 
k = t + 1, then there are exactly two maximal orders containing S, namely 
S@SCk(l +uJ) and S@ Snek( 1 + u(Z/n)J). 
Proof: Suppose we have any order N containing S. We know we can 
write it as SO S(u + wJ). Multiplying by a unit, we can assume by (2.2) 
that o is 7~~~ with 0 6 n 6 t + 1. The computation in (2.2) shows also that 
the element w+b - (rrii))” is in S. Writing u = rcnw, we have then 
ord,(uub - 1) > 2n. Hence n < k. 
Suppose that we have two such orders with the same n, given by (say) 
u and ur. Let u, = cu. We have uub z 1 z u,U, b mod r?, and so 
CC= 1 mod 7~~~. If n 6 t, then we know this condition on the norm implies 
that c = 1 mod I?‘. Hence we have 
~“(1 +ulJ)=7c -“(l +ucJ)=n-“(1 -c)+cP’(l +uJ), 
and so SO,%-“(l+ulJ)=S@Sn-“(l+uJ). Thus there is actually only 
one such order. Furthermore, if we can find u satisfying 
ord,(utib - 1) > 2(n + l), then we obviously have 
SOSX-“(~ +uJ)cS@Sn-‘“+“(l +uJ). 
Hence the maximal orders are those occurring for n = k. When k is less 
than t + 1, then we have already seen that there is exactly one such 
maximal order. When n = k= t + 1, we can repeat the argument to get 
cZ= 1 mod ?I~(~~‘), but now this gives the two possibilities CE 1 mod n(f+l) 
and c = E/n mod 76’ + ‘I. m 
THEOREM 2.6. Let R be local. Then the proper automorphisms 
cp(x+ yJ)=x+ yyJ with NE,k(y) = 1 act transitively on the set of maximal 
orders containing S. The stabilizer of any one order is 
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(a) all such y, if the prime of R is inert; 
(b) those y that are units in S, if the prime of R splits; 
(c) those y congruent to 1 mod rc’, if the prime of R ramifies as (n2) 
and k is the largest integer < ord,(n: - z) for which there is some u in E with 
ord,( ufib - 1) 2 2k. 
Proof. Clearly (2.3) gives us the inert case; and (2.4) gives us the split 
case, since g/n has norm 1. That same fact shows that the ramified case 
follows from (2.5). Observe that in the ramified case the stabilizer includes 
allyexceptwhenk=t+l. 1 
3. MAXIMAL ORDERS CONTAINING S: THE GLOBAL CASE 
In this section, R is again an arbitrary Dedekind domain, and P will 
denote a prime ideal of R. We already know that maximal orders exist in 
our algebra A. We can use all the familiar local-to-global results on orders, 
as they do not require associativity. That is [5, p. 1321, a finitely generated 
R-submodule A4 of A is an order (resp. a maximal order) iff each localiza- 
tion M, = M QR R, is an order (resp. a maximal order) over R,, and any 
two orders have the same localizations at all but finitely many primes. 
Furthermore [S, p. 551, if A4 is one maximal order and (N,) is a family of 
local maximal orders with M, = N, for all but finitely many P, there is a 
unique maximal order N having the localizations N,. Hence we can use the 
results of the previous section to derive a straightforward global classilica- 
tion, though we then have to go on and analyze the group involved. In 
particular, we shall show that it depends on S much more than on b. 
DEFINITION. Let E’ be the multiplicative group of elements in E with 
norm 1. Let Y1 be the group of all families (xP) where P runs over the 
primes of R, each xP is in E’, and xP is a unit of S, for all but finitely 
many P. Note that E’ is embedded diagonally in 9’. Let 9: be the sub- 
group of .Y’ where each xP is a unit of S,. 
DEFINITION. For each ramified prime P, write PS, = (n)2. Let k be the 
largest integer <ord,(E - n) for which there is some u in E with 
ord,(utib- 1) 2 2k. Let 9’(b) be those elements in 9: such that xP is 
congruent to 1 modulo (7c)k for each ramified prime. 
THEOREM 3.1. The group 9l/9’(b) acts simply transitively on the 
maximal orders in A containing S. 
Proof. We define an action of X1 on the set of maximal orders as 
follows. If A4 is a maximal order and (xP) is in 4l, then we can apply the 
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automorphism rp(u + oJ) = u + xpuJ to the localization M,, getting a new 
local maximal order N,. At all but finitely many primes, the element xp is 
a unit and the prime is unramified, so M, = N, by (2.6). Thus we can map 
M to the new maximal order N with these locatizations. Clearly this gives 
a group action. We know that all maximal orders locally are properly 
isomorphic, so this action of 9’ is transitive on the set of maximal orders. 
The computation in (2.6) shows that the stabilizer of any particular M is 
the subgroup we have called Y’(h). 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. The group Yl/Y’(h). E’ acts simply transitively on the 
proper isomorphism classes of maximal orders containing S. 
Proof We just need to observe that the action of 3 restricted to E’ 
gives the action of the (global) proper automorphisms. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The group X1/9’(b). E’ is an extension of 4’/4:. E’ 
by a finite abelian group oj.the form (Z/2Z)“‘. Here m is at most the number 
of ram$ed primes (rc)’ for which there exists some u in E with 
ord,(Gb - 1) 3 2 ord,(% - x). 
Proof: The extra conditions defining 9’(b) inside JJ,! involve only the 
ramified primes mentioned in the statement; at each such prime they 
restrict to a subgroup of index 2. Thus 9:/Y’(b) is the corresponding 
product of copies of Z/22, and 2:. El/Y’(b). E’ is a quotient of that 
product. 1 
The main structure involved in classifying the proper isomorphism 
classes is thus Y’/X:. E’, which depends only on the integral closure S of 
R in the field extension E/K involved in defining A; for many choices of 6, 
in fact, we would expect to have 9:=9’(b), and then .Y’/YA. E’ will be 
exactly the group we want. We now proceed to analyze it in more familiar 
terms. Recall that an ideal F is called ambiguous if F= F. 
THEOREM 3.4. The following three groups are isomorphic: 
(1) 9’/./t,.E’ 
(2) the (fractional) ideals of S with norm 1 module those that are 
principal with a generator of norm 1, 
(3) the quotient of the ideal class group of S by the subgroup of classes 
containing ambiguous ideals. 
Proof: The (fractional) ideals in S of norm 1 (i.e., norm R) form a free 
abelian group generated by quotients Q/Q for Q lying over split primes P. 
To each element in Y1 we can assign such an ideal, letting the P-local 
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component at each P be x,S,. This mapping is surjective, since the local 
generator @r is in E’, and the kernel is 9:. The image of E’ consists of 
those principal ideals having a generator of norm 1. Thus (1) is isomorphic 
to (2). But now we can also map ideals onto ideals of norm 1, sending an 
ideal F to p/F. We have F/F = XS with Nx = 1 iff we have F/F = (s/S)S for 
some s; this happens iff (sF) ~ = SF for some s, which is true iff F is in the 
same ideal class as an ambiguous ideal. 1 
COROLLARY 3.5. If R is the ring of integers in a number field, then 
there are only finitely many proper isomorphism classes of maximal orders 
containing S. 
For R = Z, we can give an even more classical description of our group. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let R = Z. Then Y’/$i . E’ is isomorphic to the principal 
genus inside the strict ideal class group of S. 
Proof We use Theorem 3.4. Recall that by definition two ideals are in 
the same strict class if their quotient is a principal ideal with a generator 
of positive norm. Let C, be the strict ideal class group. It maps onto the 
ordinary class group C. Gauss of course proved that the principal genus is 
precisely the squares in C,, the image of the homomorphism [F], -+ [F’],. 
For a principal ideal fS, the image is [f *Sls, and obviously N( f ") 
= N(f )’ is positive, so the homomorphism vanishes on all fS and factors 
through C. 
We have F. F= N(F)S with N(F) viewed as a positive integer, and so 
the class of F is the inverse of the class of F in C,. Thus a class containing 
an ambiguous ideal will go to the trivial class when squared. Conversely, 
let F be an ideal with F2 = dS for some d of positive norm. We have then 
d-‘F= F-l, so F= N(F) I;-’ = N(F) dd’F. As N(F) = N(P), the element 
N(F) d- ’ must be a unit, and so its norm is f 1 in Z. But N(d) > 0 by 
assumption, and so N(F) d-’ must have norm 1. Writing it as F/c for some 
c in E, we get ?F ambiguous. 1 
4. WHEN ALL MAXIMAL ORDERS CONTAIN S 
We shall now show that all maximal orders in our A will contain S 
unless b satisfies special conditions. This will require a brief review of 
splitting theory. 
Starting with our algebra A, we can form an E-algebra A, = A OK E. 
Inside it as a subalgebra is a copy of EQK E z E x E on which JO 1 
satisfies (JO 1 )( U, u) = (u, u)( JO 1). Our E, the original K-algebra, is 
embedded in it as the elements x 0 1, which correspond to (x, 2) in E x E. 
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If we let e2 denote the idempotent (0, 1) in E x E, the set 
{1,e2,e3=(1-e2)(J01),e4=e2((l/6)J01)) 
is an E-basis of AE. The notation here has been chosen to match the 
standardized form of basis for such algebras [7]; we have O=e,e, = 
e3(1-e2)=(1-e2)e4=e4e2andO=e3e,=e,e,.Thescalingfactorine,is 
introduced to make e3e4 = 1 - ez; the other product e,e, then comes out 
to be (1 @A) e2 where 3. = b/b (If ;I were exactly 1, we would have the 
algebra of 2 x 2 matrices.) 
The maximal S-orders in such a “split nonassociative quaternion 
algebra” have been completely classified by Lee [3]. In particular, we have 
the following result. 
THEOREM A. Let Q be a prime in S. Let r be a nonnegative integer. Then 
there is a maximal Sa-order in AE meeting E x E in S, . 1 + QrS, . e, if and 
only $max{O, ord&A-- l)} >3r. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that every maximal S-order in A, contains the copy 
of S embedded in E OK E by s H s @ 1. Then every maximal order in A 
contains S. 
ProoJ Suppose M is a maximal R-order in A. Then MOR S is an 
S-order in A,. It follows [3] that MOR S is contained in some maximal 
S-order J&‘. We can view A as a subring of A, under the embedding 
a I+ a @ 1. The intersection & n A will be closed under multiplication and 
be finitely generated over R, so it will be an order in A. As it contains M, 
it must equal M. But by hypothesis it also contains S. 1 
THEOREM 4.2. Let D be the different of S/R. Every maximal order of A 
contains S unless there is some prime Q of S for which orde(6/b - 1) > 
3 + 3. ordo( 
ProoJ: We prove that our condition implies the hypothesis of 
Lemma 4.1. We will have S contained in a maximal order JZ iff it is con- 
tained in &YP for each P, and so we can work locally. Suppose first P is 
inert, so Q = SP is prime. Here of course ordo =O. Obviously our 
embedded S is contained in S, x S,, which is contained in A,, if r = 0. If 
any maximal Se-order in A, meets E x E in something smaller than 
S, x So, then we must have ordo(b/b - 1) B 3, by Theorem A. Thus our 
assertion is true in this case. 
Suppose next that P splits, say PS, = QQS,. Let bS, = Qm(Q)“SP. Then 
(b/b) S, = (Q/Q)“-“Sp. If m #n, then this is of nonzero order at both Q 
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and Q, and b/b - 1 has order < 0. Thus only r = 0 is possible at Q and 
at Q, and so S is contained in AP = &Zo n JY~. When m = n, we can have 
r # 0, but only when d/b - 1 has order at least 3 at Q or Q. [In fact, it will 
have the same order at both, since 6/b - 1 = (-b/b)(b/b - l).] 
Finally, suppose P is ramified, so S, = S, with PSp = Q’S,. With the 
notation of Section 2, we have ordo = t + 1, and we know [S, p. 691 
that every element s in S, satisfies  = S mod Q” ‘So. We can rewrite (s, J) 
in EXE as (s,s)+(O,S-~)=[1~s]~l+[1@(S-,s)]~e2. All these 
elements will therefore be contained in S, 1 + QrS,. e, so long as r is no 
greater than t + 1. Thus there can be a maximal order J! with J&& not 
containing the embedded S only if ord,(b/b - 1) 2 3(t + 2), just as the 
theorem says. 1 
Remark. In the notation of Section 2, a ramified prime Q occurs in D 
with exponent t + 1. An arbitrary element of the form 6/b - 1 will have 
Q-order t (half the time) or t + 1 (most of the rest of the time), so the 
condition in the theorem (order >,3t + 6) is quite strict. At unramified 
primes, of course, a “random” element will not even have 6/b - 1 divisible 
by Q, let alone by Q3. 
5. AN EXAMPLE AND SOME QUESTIONS 
We show finally that some hypothesis is indeed necessary in 
Theorem 4.2. Specifically, we let R = Z, with S = Z[$], and we assume 
that b is in S (not in R, of course) and is congruent to 1 modulo a high 
power of 2. We shall prove that then there are maximal orders in A that 
do not contain S. 
First, we know that every order is contained in a maximal order. If we 
can produce an order that is not contained in any maximal order that 
contains S, then there will have to be other types of maximal orders as 
well. Looking at the explicit description in (2.5) and observing that our b 
is certainly a unit at 2, we see that every element u + WJ in a maximal order 
containing S can have at most the power (fi)’ in the denominator of w. 
Thus it will suffice to produce an order containing an element with larger 
2-denominator in the J-term. As we know that every local maximal order 
does arise from localization of a global maximal order, it will suffice to 
produce such an order locally at 2. 
Rather than just writing down an example out of nowhere, we sketch a 
general process for constructing orders in A. We start in AE, as in 
Section 4. Since we have assumed that b is congruent to 1 modulo a high 
power of 2, we know from Theorem A that there are local maximal orders 
meeting E x E in something smaller than St,, x SC,,. In fact, however, the 
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construction in [3] gives us such orders explicitly. A typical one is the span 
of the elements 
1, (1 O$)‘e2, e2+e3, (1 @ l/a)‘[ 1 - 2e, - e, + e4]. 
To get a reasonably large denominator in one element, we take r = 6. An 
arbitrary element in this order thus looks like 
cz+(1@8f3)e,+(l +y)(e,+e,)+(1@6/8)(1 -2e,-e,+e,) 
By base extension, A, has an E-basis given by 
this is expressed in terms of the standardized basis by 
$.@l=(l@y:Z)l-(1@2fi)e, 
JOl=e,-t-(l@b)e, 
Let us rewrite the elements in our SC,,-order in terms of the extended basis; 
then the ones in A will be those with coefficients in Q. That is, each 
coefficient should be equal to its conjugate. When we write out those 
conditions, we find that they allow us to solve to get 
y = (6 + S/&/S, 
j = (ii - a)/8 + (S/64)( 1 - l/6); 
the element itself then comes out to be 
c( + S/S + (@8b)J. 
Thus we have a Z(,,-order in A (not necessarily maximal) consisting of 
all element of the above form for which c( and 6 and also the associated 
expressions y and fi are in SCzI. So long as 6 - 1 is divisible by a high power 
of 2, the second term in fi is already in SCz), and fi will be integral precisely 
when 8 divides &--~a; this forces a=m+4r& with m and n in Z(,,. 
Rewriting 8y as 6 + C? - &( 1 - l/6), we see similarly that the condition on y 
requires 8 to divide (6 + s), so 6 = 424 + II& with u and v in ht2). Thus the 
intersection is the i&,-span of 
1, 4d, (l/2)+ (1/2&J, (&lf3) - (,/5/W J. 
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Once we have found the example in this way, of course, we can scale the 
last two elements to eliminate the 6 in the denominator. Direct computa- 
tion then will show that we get an order for suitable b. Here is the explicit 
statement. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let R=Z with S=Z[&], andlet b be in S(not in R) 
with b E 1 mod 2’. Then the H-span of the elements 
1, 4Jz, @/2) + (l/2)4 (~4%) - (jlzi8) J 
is an order that is not contained in any maximal order containing S. Hence 
there exist maximal orders not containing S. 
Obviously this example raises the problem of classifying all maximal 
orders in such exceptional cases. The basic questions involved are 
essentially local: 
(1) In the situation of (2.5), the condition of having some u in E with 
ord,(uiib - 1) 2 2k implies the condition that ord,(6/b - 1) is at least 3k; 
but the converse is not true. It seems likely, therefore, that the sufficient 
condition in Theorem 4.2 is not actually necessary. What are the precise 
conditions that force all maximal orders to contain S? 
(2) More generally, starting with S and b, how can we determine 
precisely which R-orders inside S occur as intersections of maximal orders 
with E? 
(3) If an order So occurs as such an intersection, do all orders S, 
with S, c Si c S also occur? (This is true in the split case.) 
(4) Is it true in general that, as in (2.6), all maximal orders having 
the same intersection with E are locally isomorphic? 
We know one possible line of attack on these questions. The analysis in 
(4.1) shows that all maximal orders of A are intersections of A with the 
maximal orders of A,. All maximal orders of A, are described in [3], and 
locally the description gives explicit bases. The method of (5.1) then gives 
an explicit computation of the intersections. The problem is that almost all 
of these intersections are not actually maximal orders, and as yet we have 
not found a reasonable analysis of the inclusions among them. 
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